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ABSTRACT 
A perturbation analysis of the velocity and temperature 
lags in two-phase flow in rocket nozzles is developed and ap-
plied to the calculation of specific impulse and ot;~er perform-
ance characteristics of nozzles of arbitrary shape. Within 
the limitations of the one-dimensional flow approximation, 
the analysis is valid for distributions of particle diameters 
that are in a practical range. 
INTRODUC TION 
The development of high energy propellants, with prod-
ucts of combustion partially in the form of finely divided par-
ticles, has increased interest in the effects of the heteroge-
neGUS flows on performance. The particles, swept through 
t1:e nozzle by gas flow, lag behind the gas in temperature 
drop as well as velocity increase, both lags degrading per-
formance and partially defeating the purpose of the high 
energy propellants. 
Analysis of the heterogeneous flow in the rocket nozzle is 
necessarily complex because of the large number of separate 
parameters required to specify particle characteristics and 
the nozzle contour. Most previous investigations (e. g. , Refs. 
l-4) have required numerical procedures at an early sta.ge of 
the analysis, thus tending to conceal the influence of individu-
al parameters and making necessary a great number of spe-
cific calculations. Clearly an analytical solution of the prob-
lem, even if complex in form, has tae advantage that the 
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influence of each parameter can be traced relatively easily. 
The perturbation procedure developed here is confined to 
the one-dimensional hydraulic approximation, which is known 
to be satisfactory for the flow of a homogeneous £lui~ in a 
nozzle. The magnitude of the error that is introduced with 
the same approximation for heterogeneous flow is di££icult to 
estimate, since the boundary conditions appropriate to parti-
cles impinging on the nozzle wall are not known. The addi-
tional simplifying assumptions, that the particle conductivity 
is very high compared with the gas and that radiative heat 
transfer between particles is smail, compromise the solution 
much less seriously. 
The perturbation solution requires that velocity and tem-
perature lags be small compared with the velocity and tem-
perature of the unperturbed flow without lag. Although this 
requirement introduces some restrictions on nozzle shape 
and particle size, it appears that the method will be valid (as 
far as the one-dimensional analysis can be valid) for most 
practical applications. For instance, the error in the per-
turbation solution ordinarily will be small for particle diame-
ters up to 5 x 10-4 cm, the upper limit depending on nozzle 
dimensions and shape as well as on the stagnation conditions 
in the rocket chamber. The range of size of particles under 
actual operating conditions is not yet firmly established; how-
ever, the evidence at hand indicates that the diameters of 
. most of the particles will not exceed the forementioned figure. 
The perturbation analysis is formulated in terms of pres-
sure as the independent variable. This choice of independent 
variable has advantages that do not seem to have been ex-
ploited sufficiently in the previous investigations. With pres-
sure as the independent variable, the dependence of nozzle 
cross-sectional area on axial distance does not appear explic-
itly in the unperturbed solution with no lag, and hence the 
area can be chosen arbitrarily in the perturbed solution. With 
axial distance as the independent variable, the usual choice in 
earlier investigations, the cross-sectional area appears in 
the solution without lag as well as in the solution with lag. 
When lags are introduced, the area dependence on axial dis-
tance must be changed to satisfy required throat conditions. 
Hence direct comparison of the same nozzle shape with and 
without lag is not possible. With pressure as the independent 
variable this difficulty does not arise. 
The major complication in the analysis is evaluation of 
the drag and heat transfer between particles and gas. In the 
Stokes I regime of flow, this is quite simple, but particles 
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satisfying the conditions for Stokes I flow have negligible lags. 
When the lags are appreciable, the Reynolds number of the 
relative flow becomes large in the neighborhood of the nozzle 
throat, and slip flow phenomena become important near the 
nozzle exit. Both of these effects have strong influence on 
drag and heat transfer and increase the difficulty of scaling 
to different conditions and dimensions. 
In the sections following, the equations governing the 
one-dimensional heterogeneous flow are established (cf. ~ 
also Refs. 3-4) and are put in the most suitable form for 
perturbation analysis. Solutions for the first and second ap-
proximations are obtained, where the first approximation 
corresponds to flow with no lag. General expressions are 
derived for the second approximations to the mass flow rate, 
specific impulse, and thrust for an arbitrary nozzle shape in 
terms of a single numerical integration. The parameter de-
fining the nozzle contour and the correction parameters for 
drag and heat transfer outside the Stokes I regime are dis-
cussed in some detail. A specific example for particles of a 
single diameter illustrates the method and forms a basis for 
estimation of the range of validity and certain general con-
clusions. A simple means of extending the analysis to a dis-
tribution of particle size is derived • 
. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
Let 0(. be the mass fraction of particles in the heteroge-
neous mixture~ fa the gas density, Ps the density of the 
solid (or liquid) material of the particles, and f . the density 
of the mixture. Then 
,i 
_1_ _ ( -0( +.J£. 
f -.f~ fs [1] 
where a.-o() f is the density of gas per unit volume of mix-
ture and o! f is the density of particles per unit volume of 
mixture. The mass fraction of particles in the mixture when 
both gas and particles have the same velocity (i. e., no lag) 
will be denoted 0(.0. In general, rt. = 0(0 only at stagnation 
conditions in the rocket chamber. 
Let A denote the area of cross section of the nozzle at 
any point along its axis, and let..m be the constant mass flow 
rate of the mixture. Then the conservation of mass flow 
rates for gas and particles separately lead to the equations 
[2] 
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[3] 
where u's is the velocity of the gas and u's is the velocity of 
the particles. All particles are assumed to be of the same 
size and to have the same velocity at any cross section. 
The momentum equation for the mixture, neglecting 
friction on the walls, is 
where p is the pressure in the gas and X is the distance 
along tlie nozzle axis, positive downstream. Applying Eqs. 2 
and 3, the momentum equation becomes 
[4] 
This equation is quite general, whatever the force interaction 
between particles and gas. 
The energy equation for steady flow of a homogeneous 
fluid with no heat addition is 
fA u. (e + ~ t.L) + A p!L = constant 
where e is the internal energy per unit mass. The corre-
sponding equation for the mixture is 
o 
where E... is the total rate of energy flow from the chamber. 
The rate of working of the pres sure force per unit area ( I'lL 
for the homogeneous fluid) must be weighted by the ratio of 
component volume to mixture volume when applied to compo-
nents of the mixture. Again, this equation is quite general, 
whatever the force interaction and heat transfer processes 
between particles and gas. 
The particles will be approximated by small spheres of 
radius a.. , and the drag law will be based on Stokes I formula 
with a correction factor to allow for conditions outside the 
Stokes I regime of flow. Assuming that the steady state drag 
law is applicable to the accelerated motion, the force balance 
for a single particle is represented by 
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[6 a] 
where}J- is the viscosity of the gas. The second term on the 
right is the contribution of the pressure gradient in the gas. 
The factor ;4 is the correction factor to the drag and, in 
general, is a function of Reynolds number and Mach number 
of the relative flowj ';'4 = 1 in the Stokes r regime. Eq. 6a 
can be written in more convenient form as 
In the range of Reynolds number where Stokes r formula 
is applicable, heat is transferred primarily by conduction. 
The rate at which heat is conducted from a sphere of radius 
a. and temperature is to a fluid at temperature 'S far 
from the sphere is k(-r;--r;;)/a.. per unit area, where k is the 
gas conductivity. Hence tte heat balance for a single particle 
is 
[7 a] 
where ~ is the specific heat of the particle material. The 
factor +It is a correction factor similar to ;4 and depends 
on Reynolds number and Mach number in much the same way 
as f~. Rearranging Eq. 7a 
[7b] 
In most applications the volume occupied by the particles 
is much smaller than the volume occupied by the gas and can 
be neglected in comparison. The gas density at stagnation 
conditions will seldom be larger than 0.4 lb/ft3 ; if the parti-
cle material has a density of 240 lb/ft3, for instance, the 
error in the approximation 
fa == <1-elL) f [8] 
to Eq. 1 is less than one percent with a particle mass frac-
tion «.. as high as 0.8. Correspondingly small errors are 
introduced by dropping the second term in the brackets in Eq. 
5 and the second term in parentheses in Eq. 6b. 
The variable particle mas s fraction 0( may be elimina-
ted from the equations with the relation 
ri. u's = U- ti) U3 I~~~ 
obtained from Eqs. 2 and 3. From Eq. 9 and the approxima-
tions introduced by Eq. 8, the equations for conservation of 
5 
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mass, momentum, and energy (i. e., Eqs. 2, 4, and 5) be-
come, respectively 
u d.U, _ of. U ( jus _ J. lis) + ~ ) b_ = 0 [11] 3 H .. g l' h . f3 ~ 
/"-"0' e + of e + -1- U. z. _..!...../ /"l. -u l) + 1-« .. " _ E-c [12] ~ 'J g 0 s '3 z. K."lI..(8 r f: I" - .m. 
The gas will be assumed perfect with constant specific 
heats; if the gas constant is ""R , then 
p =1? f3'i [13] 
and if Cv- and c~ are the specific heats of the gas 
e~ + * = aU" Tj + 1('3 = (!p Ij [14] 
It is convenient to introduce the specific heat Cpo for the 
mixture with particle mas s fraction tY-o 
Cro = (J-olo")C/. + O{" (f [lSJ 
and a modified gas constant ~. defined as 
It'o = Q-&' .. )"""R (16J 
Then Ec:./-m. -= cp• --r;; , where -r;; is the stagnation tempera-
ture for the mixture. Further, the dependent variables will 
be reduced to dimensionless form by the definitions 
where pc: is the stagnation pressure in the chamber. Then 
Eqs. 10-12 can be written 
A ;: Me. V~ .. 7;' ..-:i. [18] 
Fe ~ '*'3 
q,~ ~ + -¥- = ~ocPd C* -~s) 
In deriving Eq. 19 from Eq. 11, the independent variable was 
changed from % to p = Pc'S. There is no difficulty in doing 
so because % appears explicitly only in Eq. II, and there 
only through the factor d% in the denominator. 
The gas viscosity f occurring in Eq. 6b depends on the 
6 
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gas temperature and will vary appreciably through the length 
of the nozzle. This variation can be approximated satisfac-
torily by a power law of the form 
where I)t;; 0.6 for the temperature range of interest. The 
gas conductivity: varies in the same way, since the Prandtl 
number . -P'l" = j.1. tp/k is very nearly constant in a gas over a 
wide temperature range; hence it can be assumed that 
It is convenient to introduce a dimensionless parameter 6 
depending on particle size and stagnation conditions; this 
parameter is defined by the relation 
~ _ Z z fs'Vl?" 7;' o;;--a,. 
'f Y; jLt: [23] 
where ~ is the nozzle throat radius. Defining a dimension-
less length coordinate ~ along the nozzle axis by 
and another dimensionless constant 
. (J ;; 
Eqs. 6b and 7b become 
3 ~ T-c-~ ~ 
f3 by the definition 
93 - q,s = G~ ~)t q,s 1ts ~, 
[25] 
[261 
(\ , A., J.t; I ~ - 'Is = e p 1"Jr. 1"( 't's ~ T (27] 
where ~I = J.~/df. Since A is a prescribed function of 
#' i. e. 
A = A(~) [28) 
there are now six equations (Eqs. 18-20 and 26-28) for the 
six unknowns ( 4>a' CPs ' "z # 1; , A , and , ) as functions of 
~ . 
FIRST APPROXIMATION: ZERO VELOCITY AND TEMPER-
ATURE LAGS 
An examination of Eqs. 26 and 27 shows that for a... -7 0 
(i. e., € 7 0), cPS -? t:?s and "3, r 'rs , since all other fac-
tors in the equations are of order unity. In particular, ~' 
is always negative, corresponding to a monotonic pressure 
drop through the nozzle. Hence, with subscript zero denoting 
zero lag, Eqs. 26 and 27 reduce to 
7 
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for sufficiently small particles, and Eqs. 19 and 20 become 
CPo cf>..' + "r;, IS == 0 [30] 
t.. + Z ~(' cfo~ = I [31 J 
The ratio of specific heats }o is introduced by analogy with 
the perfect gas relation from the definition 
~ - e /-re 
" .. -I - /,0 • 
[32} 
since Cis - c_ ="'R • ro "0 00 
The solution of Eqs. 30 and 31 is well known, and results 
are listed for future reference: 
l....t.!..--
Po = -'- !:d-a+'_Va.-I ) tri: c;? ) 
where A~ is the area of cross section at the throat. 
[33J 
[34] 
[35] 
[36] 
[37] 
[38] 
SECOND APPROXIMATION: SMALL VELOCITY AND TEM-
PERA TURE LAGS 
As the radius a.. of the particles is increased, Eqs. 26 
and 27 show that the velocity difference 4>3 - ~s and the tem-
perature difference ~ - 'Is will increase in absolute value 
8 
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from zero. E~ansions in powers of the parameter e pro-
portional to a.1. seem appropriate; hence it is assumed that 
4>3 L'S) c?).:f) + € cPd,tfJ + ... [39 a] 
o/s (SO) = cf>. tr 1 + 6 cP. (g) of • • • 
" s, [39b] 
ta lrJ -::. '10($) + € ~,(S)+", [39c] 
15 (:~) = 'Y..(S) + € "Ys, (~) + ... [39dJ 
t cs) = ~p') + G: ~, cr)+··· [3ge] 
The criterion for the validity of such expansions is that 
~~ - cp <> .:!::JL CP.. = 6 4><> « ( [40] 
and corresponding inequalities for the other functions. The 
parameter e need not be small compared with unity provided 
that inequalities of the type given by Eq. 40 are satisfied; 
that is, e is an indicator of a small quantity rather than a 
small quantity in its own right. The rate of convergence of 
the expansions in Eqs. 39 and estimates of error in truncating 
at any particular term can be estimated in a straightforward 
way when the coefficients of powers o£ G in the expansion 
are themselves independent of a... This will be true in the 
Stokes I regime of flow~ where fc(. = +'", = 1 ~ but outside of 
this regime 1 -t-.! and fit depend on a... and estimates of er-
ror become more involved. The analysis here is confined to 
the second term in the expansions above; confidence in the 
validity of the results is based on how well inequalities simi-
lar to Eq. 40 are satisfied. 
Substituting the expansions~ Eqs. 39, into Eqs. 26 and 
27 and retaining only first order terms in € 
[41] 
[42J 
With these expressions and substitution of the expansions into 
Eqs. 19 and 20~ the second approximation is obtained by 
equating coefficients of e in the equations to zero1 giving 
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Eliminating ~I between these equations 
and integrating by parts 
Substituting this expression for cPtt 14>6 into Eq. 44 
l' 
'(.,1 _ J .ff.. /l. (' cPot;./_, +,./ .k!..SC+ ..l-'z t! ~(\ ~\ ~ df [461 ~ - ~o (!, I~ Tit. ....... 1<11 ~I ~o l: .1'1"'" + i!/, r T" ~ ) 1:"~'Fi 10 ~. I.·'.. • ~ r. • ~o 
.: 
It is assumed that the velocity and temperature lags are zero 
as the flow enters the convergent section of the nozzle where 
'S= ~.: and I/~: = o. Although here the analysis is re-
stricted to this initial condition~ there is no particular diffi-
culty in extending it to any prescribed lags at the entrance to 
the nozzle provided that care is taken in defining Fe cor-
rectly. Clearly the pressure is not suitable as an independ-
ent variable for ducts of constant cross-sectional area, so 
calculation of lags in a cylindrical rocket chamber preceding 
the nozzle must be made in a different way. 
It is convenient to introduce new notation to take advan-
tage of similarities in the expressions for tf>SI I4>.. and 
'Il' 1'10 Let ~ L~) be defined as 
/ 
The function Cc(~) is positive since ~o is negative for all 
values 6f S ~ and the remaining terms are positive. With 
10 
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substitutions from Eqs. 33-38# a (S') can be expressed as 
where the factor AI A-t is introduced directly because its 
magnitude is more immediately evident than is the equivalent 
form expressed as a function of S. Except the factor l(~: ~ 
which depends on nozzle shape and will be discussed later, 
and the factor A(A t t the only other variable in the expres-
sion for t£ is ~ ¥o = "(0' This quantity usually will have a 
small range of variation, from slightly less than unity at the 
nozzle entrance to O. 5 or so at the nozzle exit. 
The fractional contribution of heat transfer to the func-
tion ~(!) will be represented by 11/1(3) t where 
I- -I 
111($\ = Z { (3 fit. (1- "t r.) r49] 
f) .h..:! t! ~ t; ~,,'8 ;. + it c/,,, f -Pit (f - 'S 'oj 
Introducing the functions llc'S'l and I/fCS) into the expres-
sions for CP" (CPo· and ~,/t; given by Eqs. 45 and 46 
!..:! Y 
= [1-1/'&)] ~(f) - ¥ ~_I IG.CJJ d~ f!t) 
o (-f""r. $,; 
! 
}.j.:' f. G;(t) J{fx 1ft) 
r, . 
... 
[501 
[51] 
The qualitative behavior o{the velocity and temperature lags 
is demonstrated clearly by these equations. Near the nozzle 
entrance~ the first terms dominate since the contributions of 
the integrals are small. The velocity of the gas increases 
above the velocity of the mixture with no lag, and the gas 
temperature drops below the temperature of the mixture with 
no lag. Further downstream, however, the trends are re-
versed, as the contribution of the· integrals becomes larger. 
The heat stored in the particles feeds back directly into the 
gas, and kinetic energy deficiency stored in the. particles is 
transferred to the gas by dissipation. The effects are paral-
lel, and both tend to increase the gas temperature and lower 
11 
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the gas velocity. If the heat capacity of the particles is zero, 
i. e. I (f = 0 and hence 1(1=0, the mechanism of transfer of 
energy is entirely dissipative, then the velocity lag exhibits 
the same trends as for finite particle heat capacity, but the 
gas temperature increment increases monotonically. 
EFFEC T OF VELOCI TY AND TEMPERATURE LAGS ON 
PERFORMANCE 
The effect of the particle lags on performance will be 
determined as a correction to the performance of a rocket 
nozzle of identical shape with the same mass fraction of par-
ticles but without lag. The stagnation temperature -r;; in the 
rocket chamber is assumed to be the same with and without 
lags. Expanding the terms in Eq. 18 up to and including the 
first order in e 
fJ • .A. = ~ ~ ~ fi +€(~_ ~)l [52.J ~~O~i 84>d ;f4>0 ~ lo~. IJ 
Let 'Se
o 
be the throat pressure ratio without lag and ~-t 
the value with lag; it is assumed that O'e - 'S-tJ/J~. is of order 
E. The throat pressure ratio is determined by the condition 
AI = 0 , hence equating the differential of the logarithm of 
the right hand side of Eq. 52. to zero and expanding to order c 
or evaluating the terms in the brackets explicitly 
z} ~I ~ / 
'$c-:i-t-o __ ~ }o7../2-)'o~/1;1L_ ~\ 
'f~6 ,- ;i!. l: 3-0 t-I C'i.. .:po. /If .. [53] 
Now At and r{'7i!:oTC'f are the same with and without lag, so 
an expansion of Eq. 52. around 'fe = reo. leads to the relation 
The throat pressure ratio 'St is not needed to find Fe-1m be-
cause of the condition (-'l/~ep)~.= 0 , peculiar to the throat. 
Substituting from Eqs. 50 and 51 and recalling that 
h.::! 
'S-r. ;" :::: Z. /(). -1-1) 
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: ( - <: ~ CS,.l- Sr~·Ct) j~ ~J  
, 
[55J 
The quantity in the brackets is positive~ as will become clear 
when the behavior of &()'\ is examined later; hence f~ 1m. 
always decreases as a result of the lags. Only the ratio 
pc: (~ is determined in the flow with lag; some additional 
information must be supplied to determine p" and ~ sepa-
rately. For a solid propellant rocket this normally would be 
a burning rate law relating .-Wt. and pc. • 
The vacuum thrust r=;,. for the nozzle is given by 
where the subscript e denotes the nozzle exit. The vacuum 
specific impulse is defined by 
I'IT = F;,- I "M. 3 
These expressions are exact, within the limitations of one-
dimensional flow, as is the derived form 
A [ ~t.. cP ] Iv- = Ae ~:fe I + T; -rXo t/ (cf4-cPs) e 
Substituting the expansions for C:Pd t '1 ' and 4's and re-
taining terms of order € . 
The exit pressure can be determined from the continuity 
equation 
Expanding the expression for (Yo 1~4")e to the first power in 
ae-~e .. ) I 'fee ' which is assumed to be of order e , and sub-
stituting for p" /#-.- from Eq.54 
[57J 
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The quantity 'te [t + cp.'Ir..]e in the expression for Iv- ~ Eq. 
56 .. is expanded to the first power in CSe - ~~o ,)/-ge", .. and 
with substitutions from Eqs. 41 .. 50 .. and 51 the specific im-
pulse can be expressed as 
[58} 
This formula shows that the vacuum specific impulse is quite 
independent of conditions upstream of the throat .. a result 
that does not appear obvious. 
o 
The thrust can be determined only if pc. or ;m or a re-
lation between them is prescribed. For instance~ in a solid 
propellant rocket with M1/m" -:::(p .. IpcoY' 
Gr = .J;:. _ /- II 1/ _ pc !1-x \ [59] Fv-~ rv; N ~ pc. (~"':r.) 
where I..r/rv-
o 
and (rc./~)/q,c.lm..) are given by Eqs. 55 
and 58 respectively. The percentage reduction of thrust is 
always greater than the percentage reduction of specific im-
pulse as a result of velocity and temperature lags. 
NOZZLE SHAPE PARAMETER ~: 
The nozzle shape appears in the analysis through the 
parameter ~: only. This parameter occurs directly as a 
factor in the function '-Cf) defined by Eq. 48 and indirectly .. 
with weaker effectt through the coefficients of.. and ';h , 
also occurring in ~(~). If S is the angle between the tan-
gent to the nozzle contour and the nozzle axis .. with e posi-
tive downstream of the throat 
and hence 
I 
--,: =:-
or, substituting from Eq. 35 
[60] 
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where '!'to:;' [:z./{ro-+')]&' is the throat pressure ratio. Pro-
ceeding downstream from the throat, the quantity 
W ~( 6-S' ;o)/~-cr/~~o) "j 
decreases as do the factors o/Ac lA' and! ~ the latter 
very rapidly. Hence - J:f I J t. decreases rapidly after e 
reaches its maximum value downstream of the throat. The 
trend is more marked for a bell-shaped nozzle ( e decreasing) 
than for a conical nozzle ( e = constant). 
The value of - J.'t(J..fo at the throat is indeterminate as 
given by Eq. 60. An expansion in powers of C!~- 'Se
o 
') I~~o 
near the throat yields the relation 
where be ~ is the radius of curvature of the nozzle con-
tour at the throat. Since - d~/d 70 is increasing downstream 
at the throat, the maximum value of - d'f/ d. ~o must occur 
somewhere downstream of the throat. 
If the nozzle entrance joins a cylindrical rocket chamber 
with a continuous slope and a discontinuity in curvature, the 
behavior of - J.'f IJ to near the entrance can be determined 
by an expansion that gives 
where A~ is the cross-"sectional area of the nozzle entrance 
and b~ ~ is the radius of curvature of the nozzle contour 
immediately downstream of the entrance. This relation 
shows that - J'f I J. t remains finite but has an infinite slope 
at the nozzle entrance. 
The general behavior of - d'S I J. fo as a function of .k. ~ , 
say, can be deduced from Eqs. 60, 61, and 62. For a typical 
nozzle, the value of - if! d ~ t> increases sharply from zero 
at the nozzle entrance, then rather slowly to a maximum 
downstream of the throat, and decreases to a small quantity 
at the nozzle exit. The maximum is quite close to the value 
at the throatj hence the contour radius at the throat is the 
primary influence on the magnitude of - Jt ( J ~o • 
A discontinuity in radius of curvature at the throat 
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produces a discontinuity in - J.. ~ I J. ~o. Elsewhere on the 
nozzle contour a discontinuity in curvature with continuous 
slope produces only a discontinuity in the derivative of 
- J. ~ I J.~... It is unrealistic, in a one-dimensional approxi-
mation, to prescribe a nozzle contour that produces discon-
tinuities in - J,f/ J.;" ; such discontinuities would be smoothed 
out by the real three-dimensional flow. 
DRAG AND HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS -t" AND fh. 
The drag and heat transfer coefficients introduced in Eqs. 
6 and 7 to allow for departures from Stokes I regime for drag 
and simple conduction for heat transfer are the most difficult 
parameters to evaluate in the analysis •. Below a Reynolds 
number of unity, for the Mach number sufficiently low, the 
Stokes
' 
drag formula and conduction theory (fc:l =- ·h. = 1) are 
adequate. However, this regime of relative flow is applica-
ble only to very small particles and leads to negligible lags in 
most examples of practical interest. The magnitude of the 
drag coefficient of spheres at very low Mach number has been 
well established by measurement over a wide range of Reyn-
olds numbers and hence can be evaluated from the relation 
fe(. =~If-/(P:1)"R.e') , where CJJ (= Z::D/1ia.."L f u2.) is the measured 
drag coefficient and 1te is the Reynolds number based on 
sphere diameter. The heat transfer coefficient for spheres, 
usually presented as the Nusselt number NfL (= Z/fho ) , has 
also been measured over a wide range of Reynolds numbers 
at low Mach number, although the magnitude is not quite as 
well established as that of the drag coefficient. 
These remarks apply to continuum flow, which occurs 
only when the ratio of the mean free path of the molecules is 
very small compared with the particle dimension. The cri-
terion for continuum flow is that the value of M /7?e ,where 
M is the Mach number of the flow relative to the particle, 
should be very small compared with unity. This condition is 
not satisfied for typical particles in a rocket nozzle; hence 
dependence of t" and tho on M/'Re must be investigated. 
Measurements of the heat transfer to sp,heres in the slip 
flow regime have been made by Kavanau (5).1 His measure-
ments covered the Mach number range from O. I to O. 7 and 
the Reynolds number range from 2 to 100. To represent the 
results of the experiments in a simple form, Kavanau pro-
1 Numbers in parenthesis indicate References at end of' 
paper. 
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posed a semi-empirical interpolation formula, which can be 
written in the present notation as 
(' £0) r1 t", :. 1""" + K I?e ~_ 
where .f~.1 (= Z I N .... (JoI ') is the value of -t" for continuum 
flow (M = 0) and t< is a constant; Kavanau found that K = 6.84 
gave the best agreement with his measurements. The second 
term on the right-hand side was suggested by free molecular 
flow theory, with the reasonable assumption that if the for-
mula gives the correct value of -t" in continuum flow when 
the second term is zero and in free molecular flow when the 
second term is dominant, the formula may well give a good 
approximation in the slip and transition regimes between the 
two extremes. 
Ii the expression for heat transfer to a sphere in free 
molecular flow (e. g. I Ref. 6) is expanded in a power series 
in MZ , the leading terms for f,,::: z/Nv... are given by 
31l.. 
f ::: z1/2ii' ~ ~ (1- J:.. M~' .. ) [631 
k. eX } +-1 Tc'e -Pj- 6 
where OZ is the accommodation coefficient. Taking 3- = 1. 4 
to compare with Kavanau's experiments in air and assuming 
that ~ = 1. 0 , the numerical factor in Eq. 63 is 6.92., very 
close to the value 6. 84 that was determined experimentally. 
Kavanau used the results of an approximate theory of Sauer 
(7) to evaluate -ttl,. and this agreed well with his experi-
ments at the lowest Mach number. The analytical expression 
for ft is complex, but it can be represented reasonably 
well by an empirical relation 
I I,U -0,,," .1~/o f~O) ::=6./0S{!1,t>/fe+-O.S) ~">/o 
-(J.r' [64J 
==0 Tt'e < 10 
where the dependence on Prandtl number is ignored. For 
application to a rocket nozzle, a value of ,. = 1. 2.8 in Eq. 63 
seems more appropriate; hence it will be assumed that the 
heat transfer correction factor is 
with ft\ given by Eq. 64. 
sufficiently accurate as long 
unity. 
This formula is expected to be 
as f1 is not much larger than 
The drag of spheres apparently has not been measured in 
the slip flow regime at subsonic Mach numbers. It seems 
reasonable, however, to use the same procedure for 
17 
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estimating drag as for heat transfer. Expanding the expres-
sion for drag in terms of +.,( for the regime of free molecu-
lar flow in powers of MZ , it is found that, with reflection 
coefficients equal to unity and with the ratio of gas tempera-
ture to sphere temperature close to unity 
r _ (8 tIZ7T ,r;:-r M [ JfJ- t1'l.. J 't~ - 'Tr-t-8 Vd-- '1C
e 
t - b{1Tr8) + ..• 
For r == 1. 28, the numerical factor of f'1/7(e is 4.58, so it 
is assumed that 
r (0\ M r, 1 t.{ -= T"J + if,S'B Tt'e L66 
where t!,t is the value of f.:{ for continuum flow. This lat-
ter coefficient has been measured by several independent 
investigators (e. g., Ref. 8), and the results can be approxi-
mated for Reynolds numbers up to 104 by the empirical for-
mula 
~ I 2-~IO t-tl =. O,{OZb~~,o7fe+().S~J -0.1-1('e>- (0 
-o.~-
=0 Tc'e</O 
The combination of Eqs. 66 and 67 should give, by analogy 
with the heat transfer findings, a satisfactory representation 
of fcl. as a function of It'e and t-1 ("Re ) at least for tv( < 1. 
The parameters 1(e 
coefficients ~.{ and -fi.., 
M /T?e is, by definition 
and M (Re , which determine the 
must be evaluated first. The ratio 
Substituting from Eqs. 13, 21, and 33 and keeping only the 
first approximation 
M $ I.' )'-&+t)¥ 
1?e = 11-«6 iiF cr [68] 
where S is a new dimensionless parameter defined by 
~ =: fit! if-i:T; [69] 
; Zltfc. 
The Reynolds number 1?e is defined by the equation 
/(e = lUa - Us) Z It f3 / f 
Substituting from Eqs. 13, 21, 33, 34, and 41 and retaining 
only the first approximation 
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[70] 
Because the combination "'e 1f.J. rather than tee alone is 
determined by the particle and nozzle characteristics~ it is 
convenient to have fa. as a function of Tc'e Ifd. and Mine so 
that ~J. can be found directly without iteration. From Eqs. 
66 and 67 it is a simple matter to plot fJ. vs. 'Re IfJ with 
M /1?e. as a parameter~ as is shown in Fig. 1. The line cor-
responding to M = 1 is shown in the figure; values of fJ for 
points falling to the right of this line may not be reliable. 
After .fJ.. is read from the chart, the value of 'Re can be 
found and h calculated directly from Eqs. 64 and 65. 
The value of 'Re lFJ. for e and ~ fixed depends on a 
power of the pressure ratio that has limited variation and on 
the shape parameter t: . From the discussion in the pre-
vious section it is apparent that lee /PJ.. will have a maximum 
somewhat downstream of the nozzle throat. The value of 
M l7Ce , on the other hand, is independent of the nozzle shape 
and increases monotonically from entrance to exit; hence the 
effects of slip flow are most pronounced near the exit. Since 
M l'lee is inversely proportional to particle radius, the factors 
-tel. and fJ.. can become large for sufficiently small particles. 
However, the lags are proportional to the combinations e-fJ 
and € fJ.. ,which become small as the particle radius is 
reduced. 
Example 
The large number of parameters entering the calculation 
of particle lags makes a general discussion difficult, so an 
examination of one or more specific examples is almost es-
sential as a starting point. Calculations have been carried 
out for the following arbitrary, but it is hoped reasonable, 
choice of characteristics. 
C" :. O. roo JJt 14/11, _ OF 
"Te :. o./{o~tu./16-oF 
~ = o.sS'o'JJtu./16- OF 
fs = Z-I tJ n / ft.] 
p .. -= [000 psi 
T. = toao OR 
-(, l 1', := I.~ X /0 J6-sec/U. . 
'("'to = 3.00i71. 
-I{ 
a. = Z·S'X /0 em 
Dimensionless parameters required in the analysis are then 
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r== {.Z8Z 
( = {.1'fS''f o 
€= 0.817 
dle".= (.a~8 
-3 S = ~AOXI() 
f3 = {.z.z. Z 
The nozzle contour chosen for the example is shown in 
Fig. 2. The nozzle is made up of three sections, as follows: 
(j) \"'f~ = /.f-tB - (I-COS~) o ~ (e I ~ LfO° 
(iij 'tlr; { + (/ - cos () ') _~oo~()~'Z8 . = 
(iii) '(' I '('~ z 'Z8°~ f)~ 13° = 3.1"38 -8·2./ tan () 
The first two sections are circular arcs ( b.: = he = I) and 
the third is a two-parameter curve. For this contour 
At lAc = 2. 155 and Ae fAt = 9. 0; the length of the convergent 
part is 1. 29 't't-, and the length of the divergent part is 
5. 42 yt. • Without lag, the vacuum thrust and specific im-
pulse would be 50,000 Ib and 271 sec respectively, with con-
stant thermodynamic properties, and the exit pressure ratio 
Fe / pe
o 
= 59. 6. 
A graph of the shape parameter - JSIJ. ~o plotted against 
k{J/f) is shown in Fig. 3. The kinks occur at the two points 
where the radius of curvature of the nozzle contour changes. 
In the same figure, the function defined by Eq. 48 is shown. 
The value of the Reynolds number rises to 56 immediately 
downstream of the throat and decreases to 2 at the nozzle 
exit. The coefficient f& drops to 0.32 at the throat and in-
creases to 1. 22 at the exit, whereas fh, has a minimum of 
0.36 near the throat and rises to 1. 52 at the exit. 
The functions G q,~1 / cp., , G 4>., /4>.. ,e '1';1 / 1"'.. ,and 
£ Y:;.lr.. are plotted against k{JI'i) in Fig. 4. The criteri-
on for validity of the analysis is that these quantities should 
be small compared with unity, a condition that is fairly well 
satisfied in this particular example. Appreciably larger di-
ameters of the particles would give less reliable results. 
For instance, doubling the particle radius to 5.0 x 10-4 cm 
increases the value of 1e<it If-J.. by a factor of 8, and this, in 
the throat region, reduces f~ and fl". by a factor of 2 or so. 
Since the lags are linear in e -t-J and G h , the values of the 
perturbation quantities above are doubled in the neighborhood 
of the throat. 
The quantities that are required for performance estima-
tion are listed below with their numerical values. 
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Substituting these into Eqs. 55 and 58 
so that the lags are responsible for a reduction of 5. 4 percent 
in specific impulse in this particular example. 
DISTRIBUTED PARTICLE SIZE 
The particles in the rocket chamber apparently are 
form.ed in a variety of sizes rather than a single size, to 
which the analysis so far has been restricted. Let A(<t.) d.<t. 
be the weight fraction of the total mixture (including gas) 
which is in the form of particles with radii between GL and 
a. + J. (l.. Then 
[72] 
where rI.. is the total weight fraction of particles and the sub-
script 0 refers to no lag. Then Eq. 1 is still valid, as is 
the continuity equation for the gas, Eq. 2. The particle ve-
locity Us is now a function of a. ; hence the continuity equa-
tion for particles of radius between GL and a. +0( ct is 
A (tl.} f Us(lt) A = Ao(tt) * [73J 
which replaces Eq. 3. Dividing Eq. 73 by Eq. 2 gives 
1-0( p 1 
I\. Us = I-OCA t .. llz L74J 
which is the counterpart of Eq. 9. 
The mom.entum equation for' the mixture is now 
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the extension of Eq. 4. 
and replacing Q-ot.).f 
comes 
Substituting for A Us from Eq. 74 
by fa ~ the momentum equation be-
~ 
Uq b - fJ. \';t (~~ d U.s) J a. + ~ ).k = 0 
4 J): d J 0 J-x rx f~ ~ 
o 
or~ in terms of the dimensionless variables, to compare with 
Eq. 19 
[751 
The energy equation can be extended in the same way to give 
D<' .,... 
~ + t }~:( 0/3 ~ = I + ~o;~ I Ao(4q ~4>/)da. -t ~ .. St(~~?;)J~ U6] 
o 0 
which replaces Eq. 20; Eq. 18 of course does not change. 
The relations for drag and heat transfer, Eqs. 26 and 27, 
were derived for single particles and hence are still valid. 
All of these equations are exact, within the limitations of the 
one-dimensional flow approximation. 
The first approximation to the solution of the new equa-
tions is the same as before because no lags are involved. 
The parameter c depends on the particle radius a., so it is 
not suitable as an expansion parameter; it can be replaced by 
e1t\ where 
[77] 
and a.", is some arbitrary mean particle radius used as a 
reference. Then 
q,a -= 4>0 +- €lrt c:f>31 + ... 
~ = 'I +6' Yo + ... 
cJ .. )ot 31 ;t 
but in Eqs. 26 and 27 the c is replaced by G 1M (a/t:1. ... ) , so 
that Eqs. 41 and 42 become 
o/d' - 1\ 
a. 2. t:PocP: f 
= C~ . ..) t~ -p 7:" 
-1'6 
4 
.:p" -r/ 1/ - "r'SI = (~~,) +1... f f 
--v- ::" 
o ","0 
[79] 
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Substituting the expansions into Eqs. 75 and 76 and picking 
out the coefficients of eWl , it is seen that 4>$, and 'Is, ap-
pear only in the combinations 
~ t A"(~dl- <Ps, ) d ~ <Ie' f ).l~, - '1;,) Ja. 
/) 
In Eqs. 78 and 79 only the first two factors on the right-hand 
sides depend on a.. Defining two new coefficients FJ. and 
~ by the equations 
I1C 
F; = I Ao (:'" ) l.t~ tAGt. 
/) 
[80] 
it is seen that it is merely necessary to replace fe( by ~ 
-I\. by Fh. , and € by c'" to make the entire analysis ap-
plicable to flow with particles of any distribution of size. 
Eqs. 80 can be interpreted in terms of a single particle 
radius that is equivalent in effect to the distribution at each 
axial station. For the Stokes I regime of flow the result is 
very simple, because fe( = ~I,. -= 1 ; then the effective radius 
is constant through the nozzle and is determined by the sec-
ond moment of the particle weight distribution function. Out-
side of the Stokes I regime, however, the equivalent single 
particle radius is not constant through the nozzle. It has 
been seen that -Fe( and f\. decrease with increasing a.. in the 
neighborhood of the throat where the Reynolds number is high. 
Hence the equivalent single particle radius corresponds to a 
moment of some power less than 2 in the throat region. Near 
the nozzle exit slip flow phenomena can become important, 
and, because -ttl. and -PI.. increase with decreasing size of 
the particles, the equivalent single particle radius is again 
less than that determined from the second moment. 
The numerical evaluation of Fj and FI,. is straightfor-
ward. At each value of h (ff'!) chosen for computation, 
M free and ~e ltd, are determined from Eqs. 68 and 70 as 
before, but for several different values of a.. Then -PJ and 
-tl,. are found for each of the values of a. and the integrations 
indicated in Eq. 80 are performed. After Fe( and FJ,. have 
been determined as functions of k (fIr) , the method of 
calculation is the same as for uniform particle radii. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The perturbation analysis of particle lags in a rocket 
nozzle has been shown to lead to reasonably simple expres-
sions for the specific impulse and other performance charac-
teristics of the nozzle for sufficiently small particles. The 
expansion parameter € (or el'Y1 for distributed particle size) 
is proportional to the square of the particle radius and 
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inversely proportional to the radius of the nozzle throat. Be-
cause the flow relative to the particles is outside the Stokes' 
regime in practice, the lags are not as strongly dependent on 
particle radius and throat radius as the proportionality with 
€ would indicate. The influence of the nozzle shape on par-
ticle lags has been shown to depend primarily on the ratio of 
the radius of curvature of the nozzle contour at the throat to 
the throat radius. The lags are inversely proportional to :he 
square root of this ratio in the region of the throat, although 
again, through the effect of deviations from Stokes I regime of 
flow, the influence is weaker than direct proportionality with 
the inverse square root of the radius ratio would indicate. 
Recent measurements of particle size distributions in 
rocket nozzles made by Sehgal (9) indicate that the practical 
range of particle size lies within the scope of the perturbation 
analysis if the rocket delivers more than 10,000 to 15, 000 lb 
thrust. For instance, Sehgal reports that 50 percent of the 
mass fraction of particles is contained in the particles with 
radii between 1. 35 x 10-4 cm and 2.05 x 10-4 cm at 500 psi 
chamber pressure. If the effective single particle radius is 
about 1. 7 x 10-4 cm, the value of € in the example is the 
same if the throat radius is reduced from 3 in. to 1. 5 in. , 
i. e., the thrust is reduced to 12, 500 lb. Geometrically sim-
ilar rockets of larger size would have smaller lags and the 
accuracy of the perturbation analysis would improve corre-
spondingly. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Fig. 1 Drag correction factor iJ. 
Fig. 2 Nozzle contour 
Fig. 3 Shape param.eter - eA f/J..t and function 6(&) 
Fig. 4 Perturbation velocities and tem.peratures for gas and 
particles 
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